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ABSTRACT
A well-known concern in the setting of identity based en-
cryption is that the PKG is all powerful and has to be
completely trusted. To mitigate this problem, the notion of
Accountable Authority Identity-Based Encryption (A-IBE)
was recently introduced by Goyal. Goyal provided construc-
tions to realize the notion of A-IBE only in the white box
and weak black box models. However, the security guaran-
tees provided by these models fall short of those required in
practice.

In this paper, we resolve the main open question left in
Goyal’s work by providing a construction of a (fully) black
box A-IBE system. Our construction is based on the De-
cisional Bilinear Diffie-Hellman assumption and uses tech-
niques from key policy attribute based encryption.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Shamir [24] introduced the concept of identity based en-

cryption (IBE) as an approach to simplify public key and
certificate management in a public key infrastructure (PKI).
The first practical and fully functional IBE scheme was pro-
posed by Boneh and Franklin [6] in the random oracle model.
Following that work, a rapid development of identity based
PKI has taken place (see [11, 3, 4, 5, 25, 16] and the refer-
ences therein).

In an IBE system, the public key of a user may be an
arbitrary string like an e-mail address or other identifier. Of
course, users are not capable of generating a private key for
an identity themselves. For this reason, there is a trusted
party called the private key generator (PKG) who does the
system setup. To obtain a private key for his identity, a
user would go to the PKG and prove his identity. The PKG
would then generate the appropriate private key and pass it
on to the user.

Such a setting, however, leads to the following problem.
Since the PKG is able to compute the private key corre-
sponding to any identity, it has to be completely trusted.
The PKG is free to engage in malicious activities without
any risk of being confronted in a court of law. The malicious
activities could include: decrypting and reading messages
meant for any user, or worse still: generating and distribut-
ing private keys for any identity. This, in fact, has been
cited as a reason for the slow adoption of IBE despite its
nice properties in terms of usability. It has been argued that
due to the inherent key escrow problem, the use of IBE is
restricted to small and closed groups where a central trusted
authority is available [1, 21, 15].

Accountable Authority Identity Based Encryption.
Goyal [17] introduced the notion of Accountable Authority
Identity Based Encryption (A-IBE) as a new approach to



mitigate the above problem of trust. Informally speaking,
the simplified view of the approach is as follows:

1. In the IBE scheme, there will be an exponential (or
super-polynomial) number of possible decryption keys
corresponding to every identity ID.

2. Given one decryption key for an identity, it is intractable
to find any other.

3. A users gets the decryption key corresponding to his
identity from the PKG using a secure key generation
protocol. The protocol allows the user to obtain a sin-
gle decryption key dID for his identity without letting
the PKG know which key he obtained.

4. Now if the PKG generates a decryption key d′ID for
that identity for malicious usage, with all but negli-
gible probability, it will be different from the key dID

which the user obtained. Hence the key pair (dID, d′ID)
is a cryptographic proof of malicious behavior by the
PKG (since in normal circumstances, only one key per
identity should be in circulation).

Thus, this approach severely restricts the PKG as far as
malicious distribution of the private keys is concerned. The
knowledge of the key d′ID enables an entity E to go to the
honest user U (with identity ID and having key dID) and
together with him, sue the PKG by presenting the pair
(d′ID, dID) as a proof of fraud.

The Right Model for A-IBE. Goyal [17] presented two
constructions towards achieving the notion of A-IBE. How-
ever, his security proofs could only provide a limited guar-
antee: that the PKG cannot maliciously distribute a well-
formed decryption key. As noted by Goyal, while this is
a starting point, these kind of “white box” guarantees are
completely insufficient in practice. The PKG could, for ex-
ample, release an obfuscated program (or simply a decryp-
tion box) which successfully decrypts the ciphertexts and yet
does not contain the decryption key in any canonical form.
Furthermore trivial constructions can satisfy the“white box”
security guarantee and clearly be insecure in practice: For
instance, if we take any IBE scheme and force the user to
also obtain a blind signature from the PKG on a random
message (which is checked by the decryption algorithm),
this would already satisfy the “white box” security defini-
tion. Obviously this scheme would be completely broken
in practice since the PKG could release a box that decrypts
for an identity but doesn’t contain a signature (and therefore
isn’t well-formed).

Goyal also showed how to extend his constructions to
achieve security guarantees according to a weak black box
model in which, a malicious PKG has to output a decryp-
tion box just after running the key generation protocol with
the honest user. However, this security model is also insuf-
ficient. It is conceivable that the PKG (or a party colluding
with the PKG) could trick the user into decrypting a mali-
ciously prepared ciphertext and see the result (in an attempt
to learn more information about the decryption key which
the user selected during the key generation protocol). In-
deed, if such decryption queries are allowed, the weak black
box scheme of [17] can be broken with only a small number
of queries.

In what we call the full black box model, the PKG is given
access to decryption queries and no assumptions are made

regarding how the decryption box works. In particular, just
by observing the input/output behavior of the given decryp-
tion box, a judge should be able to decide if the box was
created by the actual user or by a dishonest PKG. The con-
struction of an A-IBE scheme in the full black box model -
the model which we believe provides the “right” real world
security guarantees - was left as an important open problem
in [17].

Our Contribution. In this work, we resolve the above
open question and provide a construction of (fully black
box) A-IBE based on the Decisional Bilinear Diffie-Hellman
(DBDH) assumption. The main technical difficulty is re-
solving the tension between the information leaked as part
of the decryption queries and the success of the exoneration
procedure. That is, on one hand we require that during reg-
ular operation, the outcome of the decryption of a ciphertext
should not leak information about the which decryption key
the user selected. On the other hand, during exoneration,
a judge should be able to extract enough information about
the user key selection from the black box in order to deter-
mine that the user could not have generated the box (and
therefore the PKG must be at fault).

The key idea in our construction is to first design a scheme
having imperfect completeness. That is, for every possible
decryption key, there exist a negligible fraction of (valid) ci-
phertexts which cannot be decrypted by this key. On one
hand, this property is helpful in tracing: a judge (given the
decryption box and the decryption key of the user) can probe
the box exactly on those ciphertexts which the user key
should not be able to decrypt. On the other hand, this does
not seem to create a problem for decryption queries since
the chance that a malicious PKG will hit such a ciphertext
(with a polynomial number of queries) is negligible.

We construct such a scheme using ideas from key-policy
attribute-based encryption (KP-ABE) [23, 19]. Very roughly,
we label each ciphertext as well as a decryption key with a
list of dummy attributes. There exists a policy which de-
cides whether or not a ciphertext will be decrypted by a
particular private key. To achieve statistical completeness,
for every decryption key, all but a negligible fraction of ci-
phertexts will satisfy this policy.

While we take the approach of constructing such an A-
IBE scheme with imperfect completeness, we will later show
how to run a “complementary” system in parallel with such
a scheme so that the resulting system also achieves the prop-
erty of perfect completeness (while also maintaining the func-
tionality of our tracing procedure).

Related Work. The idea of an accountable authority IBE
was introduced by Goyal [17] as a mitigation to the problem
of trust in the PKG. Au et. al. [2] extended this work by
introducing a retrieval algorithm which causes the PKG’s
master secret key to be revealed if more than one key per
identity is released. The motivation is to penalize the PKG
without the users having to go to the court. However, this
work is orthogonal to ours since their security proofs are in
the white box model of security (as opposed to black box or
even weakly black box) and require the PKG to release a well
formed decryption key. To our knowledge, these are the only
known mitigation approaches without using multiple PKGs.
On the multiple PKGs side, Boneh and Franklin [6] proposed
an efficient approach to make the PKG distributed in their
scheme using techniques from threshold cryptography. Lee
et al [21] proposed a variant of this approach using multiple



key privacy agents (KPAs).

Organization. In Section 2 we review background infor-
mation pertaining to our constructions. In Section 3 we for-
mally define the model for an accountable authority identity
based encryption scheme. In Section 4 we give a construc-
tion of such a scheme and prove that it satisfies the defini-
tions in our model. The construction will have statistical
completeness and we describe in the full paper [18] how to
achieve perfect completeness. Finally, in Section 5 we con-
clude with interesting open problems for future work.

2. PRELIMINARIES

2.1 Bilinear Maps
We present a few facts related to groups with efficiently

computable bilinear maps.
Let G1 and G2 be two multiplicative cyclic groups of prime

order p. Let g be a generator of G1 and e be a bilinear map,
e : G1 × G1 → G2. The bilinear map e has the following
properties:

1. Bilinearity: For all u, v ∈ G1 and a, b ∈ Zp, we have
e(ua, vb) = e(u, v)ab.

2. Non-degeneracy: e(g, g) 6= 1.

We say that G1 is a bilinear group if the group operation
in G1 and the bilinear map e : G1 × G1 → G2 are both
efficiently computable. Notice that the map e is symmetric
since e(ga, gb) = e(g, g)ab = e(gb, ga).

2.2 Complexity Assumptions
We state our complexity assumptions below.
Decisional Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (DBDH) Assump-
tion Let a, b, c, z ∈ Zp be chosen at random and g be a
generator of G1. The Decisional BDH assumption [3, 23] is
that no probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm B can dis-
tinguish the tuple (A = ga, B = gb, C = gc, e(g, g)abc) from
the tuple (A = ga, B = gb, C = gc, e(g, g)z) with more than
a negligible advantage. The advantage of B is
���Pr[B(A, B, C, e(g, g)abc) = 0]− Pr[B(A, B, C, e(g, g)z) = 0]

���
where the probability is taken over the random choice of the
generator g, the random choice of a, b, c, z in Zp, and the
random bits consumed by B.

2.3 Fully Simulatable k-out-of-n Oblivious
Transfer

Informally speaking, a k-out-of-n oblivious transfer proto-
col (see [14]) allows a receiver to choose and receive exactly
k of the n string from the sender, such that the remaining
strings are hidden from the receiver and the choice of the
receiver is hidden from the sender. We require the oblivi-
ous transfer protocol to be fully simulatable (i.e. satisfy the
standard Ideal/Real world definition of security, see Canetti
[10] for more details). Various efficient constructions of k-
out-of-n oblivious transfer are known based on specific as-
sumptions such as DBDH and DDH [22, 20, 9].

2.4 Attribute Based Encryption
The notion of key-policy attribute-based encryption (KP-

ABE) was introduced by Sahai and Waters [23] considered
a user having a set of attributes (I) associated to him or

her. Similarly, when encrypting, the ciphertext also has
a set of attributes (J ) associated to it. At a high level
view, this scheme allowed a PKG to distribute user keys
with a policy that a user can only decrypt when their set
of attributes “properly matched” the set of attributes in the
ciphertext. The original Sahai-Waters work gave construc-
tions for threshold policies (i.e. |I ∩J | > τ for some thresh-
old τ), and this was further generalized by Goyal et. al. [19]
for more advanced policies including those representable by
trees of threshold functions. Our constructions are partially
based off of these schemes; we will also have sets associated
to the user and the ciphertext, and it will be convenient to
keep the notion of “attributes” in mind. We refer the reader
to [19] for the details of the construction of an attribute-
based encryption scheme.

3. THE DEFINITIONS AND THE MODEL
An Accountable Authority Identity Based Encryption (A-

IBE) scheme consists of five components. These definitions
are adapted from Goyal [17] with a critical enhancement to
account for fully black-box tracing.
Setup: There is a randomized algorithm Setup(λ) that takes
as input the security parameter λ, and it outputs the public
parameters PK and a master key MK.
Key Generation Protocol: There is an interactive pro-
tocol KeyGen between the public parameter generator PKG
and the user U . The common input to PKG and U are: the
public parameters PK and the identity ID (of U) for which
the decryption key has to be generated. The private input
to PKG is the master key MK. Additionally, PKG and U
may use a sequence of random coin tosses as private inputs.
At the end of the protocol, U receives a decryption key dID

as its private output. At any time, either party may abort.
Encryption: There is a randomized algorithm
Encrypt(M, ID, PK) that takes as input: a message M , an
identity ID, and the public parameters PK. It outputs the
ciphertext C.
Decryption: There is an algorithm Decrypt(C, ID, dID) that
takes as input: the ciphertext C that was encrypted under
the identity ID, the decryption key dID for ID and the public
parameters PK. It outputs a message M or ⊥.
Trace: There is a randomized algorithm TraceD(ID, dID, ε)
that takes as input an identity ID, a “well-formed” decryp-
tion key dID (where “well formed”means that the decryption
key passes a “key sanity check” described as part of the key
generation protocol), a parameter ε (which must be polyno-
mially related to λ), and has black-box access to an ε-useful
decoder box D. It runs in time polynomial in λ and 1/ε and
outputs PKG, User, or Fail.

Loosely speaking, the idea behind the tracing algorithm is
to allow an honest user to present her decryption key along
with a captured decoder box (which decrypts her messages)
to a judge to implicate the PKG of wrongdoing. At the same
time, the tracing algorithm should also prevent a dishonest
user from being able to falsely implicate the PKG of having
created the decoder box.

To define security for an accountable authority identity
based encryption system, we first define the three following
games.
The IND-ID-CPA game. The IND-ID-CPA game for A-IBE
is very similar to the IND-ID-CPA game for standard IBE [6].

• Setup The challenger runs the Setup algorithm of A-



IBE and gives the public parameters PK to the adver-
sary.

• Phase 1 The adversary runs the Key Generation pro-
tocol with the challenger for several distinct adaptively
chosen identities ID1, . . . , IDq and gets the decryption
keys dID1 , . . . , dIDq .

• Challenge The adversary submits two equal length
messages m0 and m1 and an identity ID not equal to
any of the identities’ queries in Phase 1. The challenger
flips a random coin b and encrypts mb with ID. The
ciphertext C is passed on to the adversary.

• Phase 2 This is identical to Phase 1 except that the
adversary is not allowed to ask for a decryption key for
ID.

• Guess The adversary outputs a guess b′ of b.

The advantage of an adversary A in this game is defined
as Pr[b′ = b]− 1

2
.

We note that the above game can extended to handle
chosen-ciphertext attacks in the natural way by allowing for
decryption queries in Phase 1 and Phase 2. We call such a
game to be the IND-ID-CCA game.

We now define two games which should model the use-
fulness of the tracing algorithm; any decoder box D should
trace back to the person who created it.
The DishonestPKG game. The intuition behind this game
is that an adversarial PKG attempts to create a decoder box
which will frame the user. Both the adversary and challenger
are given the security parameter λ as input. A second pa-
rameter ε = 1

poly(λ)
is also given as input. The DishonestPKG

game for A-IBE is defined as follows.

• Setup The adversary (acting as an malicious PKG)
generates and passes the public parameters PK and
an identity ID on to the challenger. The challenger
checks that PK and ID are well-formed and aborts if
the check fails.

• Key Generation The challenger and the adversary
then engage in the key generation protocol to generate
a decryption key for the identity ID. If neither party
aborts, then the challenger gets the decryption key dID

as output.

• Decryption Queries The adversary adaptively queries
ciphertexts C1, . . . , Cq to the challenger and the chal-
lenger replies with the decrypted values.

• Create Decoder Box The adversary outputs a de-
coder box D.

Let SF denote the event that the adversary wins this
game, which happens if the following two conditions hold:

• The decoder box D is ε-useful for ID, i.e.

Pr[D(Encrypt(M, ID, PK)) = M ] > ε

• The tracing algorithm incorrectly implicates the user,
i.e. TraceD(ID, dID, ε) = User

The advantage of an adversary A in this game is defined as
Pr[SF ] where the probability is taken over the random coins
of Trace.

We note that unlike the weak black box model in Goyal
[17], our model includes a decryption queries phase where
the adversary adaptively queries the challenger with a se-
quence of ciphertexts. This phase could potentially help the
adversary deduce information about the decryption key of
dID if it is able to present a maliciously formed ciphertext
and get the challenger try to decrypt it.
The Selective-ID DishonestUser game. The intuition be-
hind this game is that some colluding set of users ID1, . . . , IDq

attempts to create a decoder box which will frame the PKG.
Both the adversary and challenger are given the security pa-
rameter λ as input. A second parameter ε = 1

poly(λ)
is also

given as input. The Selective-ID DishonestUser game for A-
IBE is defined as follows.

• Select ID The adversary announces an ID? to the
challenger.

• Setup The challenger runs the Setup algorithm of A-
IBE and sends the public parameters PK to the adver-
sary.

• Key Generation Queries The adversary runs the
Key Generation protocol with the challenger for sev-
eral distinct adaptively chosen identities ID1, . . . , IDq

and gets the decryption keys dID1 , . . . , dIDq .

• Create Decoder Box The adversary outputs a de-
cryption key dID? and a decoder box D for the identity
ID? announced in the Select ID phase.

Let DF denote the event that the adversary wins this
game, which happens if the following two conditions hold:

• The decoder box D is ε-useful for ID, i.e.

Pr[D(Encrypt(M, ID, PK)) = M ] > ε

• The tracing algorithm incorrectly implicates the PKG,
i.e. TraceD(ID, dID, ε) = PKG

The advantage of an adversary A in this game is defined
as Pr[DF ] where the probability is taken over the random
coins of Trace.

We note that one can also define a full DishonestUser game
where the adversary does not have to declare ID? in advance.
Our construction is only proven secure with the Selective-
ID DishonestUser game, and this weakening can be seen as
similar to weakening of the IND-ID-CPA game by some pre-
viously published papers [11, 3, 23, 19].

Definition 1. An Accountable Authority Identity-Based
Encryption scheme is secure if for any polynomial time ad-
versary A and any parameter ε = 1

poly(λ)
, A has at most

a negligible advantage (in λ) in the IND-ID-CPA game, the
DishonestPKG game and the Selective-ID DishonestUser game.

4. THE MAIN CONSTRUCTION
In this section, we give a construction of a secure A-IBE

scheme based on the decisional BDH assumption. The con-
struction will borrow ideas from the second construction of
Goyal [17] and the attribute-based encryption schemes of
Sahai-Waters [23] and Goyal et. al. [19]. It will be helpful
to keep in mind that there will be a set of attributes associ-
ated with each decryption key as well as a set of attributes



associated with each ciphertext. In the context of attribute-
based encryption these attributes are viewed as meaningful
meta-data; however for our purposes, most of the attributes
only serve as a tool to enable us to determine who is held
accountable for creating a captured decoder box. For this
reason, we will refer to these as the dummy attributes (cf.
dummy attributes in Goyal [17]).

4.1 Main Idea
The main idea in our construction is to create a pol-

icy on the dummy attributes in such a way that any ran-
domly chosen decryption key can decrypt almost all cipher-
texts. The tracing algorithm will hone in on the cipher-
texts the key cannot decrypt in attempt to catch a dis-
honest PKG. The structure of attributes in a user key is
formed as: a portion connected to the ID, and then m “par-
allel” repetitions each consisting of of k (out of n) dummy
attributes. Thus, the user’s set of attributes will loosely
look like (ID, I1, . . . , Im), where each Ij will consist of k
attributes. A ciphertext will have a similar attribute struc-
ture, which we can loosely write as (ID,J1, . . . ,Jm) where
each Jj will also consist of k attributes. The policy can be
stated as: A user can decrypt a ciphertext if and only if
(the ID portion matches) AND (I1 ∩ J1 contains at least τ
attributes) AND . . . AND (Im ∩ Jm contains at least τ at-
tributes). To enforce this policy, our construction will make
use of the key-policy attribute-based encryption scheme of
Goyal et. al. [19]. By appropriately choosing the number
of dummy attributes k (in the decryption key and cipher-
text) and the threshold τ , we guarantee that a randomly
encrypted ciphertext can be decrypted with high probabil-
ity (we will later present a modification of the scheme that
achieves perfect completeness as well). An example is pro-
vided in Appendix A demonstrating how to appropriately
choose these parameters.

Our construction will focus on satisfying the security of
the DishonestPKG game and the Selective-ID security of the
DishonestUser game. As for satisfying IND-ID-CPA secu-
rity, we demonstrate how to combine our scheme with a
IND-ID-CPA secure IBE scheme (such as the ones found in
Waters [25] or Gentry [16]). We now present our main con-
struction.

4.2 The Construction
G1 is a bilinear group of prime order p, and let g be a

generator of G1. In addition, let e : G1 × G1 → G2 denote
a bilinear map. We define the Lagrange coefficient ∆i,S for
i ∈ Zp and some set S ⊂ Zp to be

∆i,S(x) :=
Y

j∈S\{i}

x− j

i− j
.

We represent the identities as strings of length ` (since
an identity ID ∈ Zp, ` is the number of bits required to
represent an element in Zp). Let n and m be chosen as “de-
terrence” parameters: looking ahead, our proofs will show
that a malicious PKG can only succeed with probability
negligible in n. For the sake of our proofs, we set n to
be equal to the global security parameter λ and m be super-
logarithmic in n, say m = log2(n). We shall denote the sets
{1, . . . , `}, {1, . . . , n}, {1, . . . , m} by [`], [n], [m], respectively,
and the ith bit of the identity ID with IDi. We furthermore
fix a number of dummy attributes k that is a constant frac-
tion of n, and a decryption threshold τ as explained above

(in Appendix A, we give an example using explicit values).
Our scheme is as follows:
Setup For each i ∈ [`], choose two numbers ui,0 and ui,1

uniformly at random from Zp such that all 2` numbers are
different. In addition, for each i ∈ [n] and j ∈ [m] choose a
ti,j uniformly at random from Zp. Also choose a number y
uniformly at random in Zp.

The public parameters are:

PK =
h
{(Ui,j = gui,j ) : i ∈ [`], j ∈ {0, 1}},

{(Ti,j = gti,j ) : i ∈ [n], j ∈ [m]}, Y = e(g, g)y, g
i

The master key is:

MK =
h
{ui,j : i ∈ [`], j ∈ {0, 1}}, {(ti,j) : i ∈ [n], j ∈ [m]}, y

i

Key Generation Protocol The high level idea of our key
generation protocol is to allow the user to obliviously choose
which dummy attributes he wants (using a k-out-of-n obliv-
ious transfer) on each “repetition”. The attributes are rep-
resented by distinct elements in Zp, thus attribute 1 in the
first repetition will be represented by a different element
than attribute 1 in the second repetition. These repetitions
are performed in parallel and will be viewed as individual
components of our key. We want a policy that he can only
decrypt when the ciphertext shares τ of these attributes (for
each component). Additional care needs to be taken to en-
sure the simulatability of this protocol (which is crucial to
our security proofs) while still keeping it as efficient as pos-
sible. The key generation protocol between PKG and a user
U (with the identity ID) proceeds as follows.

1. U aborts if the published values in the public key are
not all different.

2. PKG generates m+1 random numbers y0, . . . , ym from
Zp such that y0 + · · · + ym = y. We will use y0 to
tie in the identity and y1, . . . , ym for the the dummy
attribute sets.

3. PKG generates ` random numbers r1, . . . , r` from Zp

such that r1 + · · ·+ r` = y0.

4. PKG generates m random polynomials (of degree τ−1)
q1, . . . , qm with qj(0) = yj .

5. PKG computes the key components di = gri/ui,IDi for
all i ∈ [`] and sends them to U . It also computes key

components di,j = gqj(i)/ti,j for all i ∈ [n], j ∈ [m] and
stores them.

6. PKG chooses random permutations π1, . . . , πm ∈ Sn.
Looking ahead, this step will help the simulator (in
the proof of security) enforce a particular choice of the
dummy attributes on him. We denote π = (π1, . . . , πm).

7. PKG and U then engage in m executions of a k-out-
of-n oblivious transfer protocol where PKG acts as the
sender and U acts as the receiver. In the jth execu-
tion, the private input of PKG is the key components
{dπj(i),j}n

i=1 and the private input of U is a set Ij of
k randomly selected dummy attributes. The private
output of U is the key component {πj(i), dπj(i),j}i∈Ij .



8. PKG sends U the permutation list π. U checks if he
got the right key components as per π (and aborts if
the check fails).

9. U sets d = ({di}i∈[`], {(Ij , {di,j}i∈Ij )}j∈[m]) and runs
a key sanity check on d, which we will define. U aborts
if the check fails. Finally, U sets the decryption key
dID = d.

Key Sanity Check We specifically name this subroutine
of the key generation protocol for later reference in the se-
curity analysis (Section 4.4). Given a decryption key dID =
({di}i∈[`], {(Ij , {di,j}i∈Ij )}j∈[m]) for an identity ID, we de-
fine a (deterministic) algorithm to check the well-formedness
of this key.

1. For each j ∈ [m], let S be the first τ elements of Ij .
Verify that every point x ∈ Ij lies on the polynomial
interpolated by the points in S:

e(dx,j , Tx,j)
?
=
Y
i∈S

e(di,j , Ti,j)
∆i,S(x)

2. Set Yj =
Q

i∈S e(di,j , Ti,j)
∆i,S(0).

3. Finally, check that

Y
?
=
Y
i∈[`]

e(Ui,IDi , di)
Y

j∈[m]

Yj

If all of the above are verified, then the key sanity check
passes, otherwise it fails.
Encryption To encrypt a message M ∈ G2 under an iden-
tity ID, choose a random value s ∈ Zp and a subset Jj ⊂ [n]
of size k for each j ∈ [m]. Compute the ciphertext C as
follows.

C = ({Jj}j∈[m], c = M · Y s, {(Ci = Ui,IDi

s) : i ∈ [`]},
{(Ci,j = Ti,j

s) : j ∈ [m], i ∈ Jj})

The key generation for ID was set up so that if on each
component j ∈ [m] the user’s dummy attributes (Ij) inter-
sect the ciphertext’s dummy attributes (Jj) by more than
τ then the user can decrypt the message.
Decryption To decrypt the ciphertext

C = ({Jj}j∈[m], c, {Ci}, {Ci,j})

using dID = ({di}i∈[`], {(Ij , {di,j}i∈Ij )}j∈[m]), first run a ci-
phertext sanity check on C, which we will define.

If the check fails, output ⊥. Otherwise, recover the mes-
sage M by selecting (for each j ∈ [m]) a set Sj ⊂ Ij ∩Jj of
threshold size τ and performing the following computations:

c/
Y
i∈[`]

e(Ci, di)
Y

j∈[m]

Y
i∈Sj

(e(Ci,j , di,j))
∆i,Sj

(0)

= M · e(g, g)sy/
Y
i∈[`]

e(gsui,IDi , gri/ui,IDi )

Y
j∈[m]

Y
i∈Sj

(e(gsti,j , gqj(i)/ti,j ))
∆i,Sj

(0)

= M · e(g, g)sy/e(g, g)sy0
Y

j∈[m]

e(g, g)sqj(0)

= M · e(g, g)sy/e(g, g)sy0
Y

j∈[m]

e(g, g)syj

= M

The decryption algorithm outputs ⊥ if there exists a j
such that |Ij ∩Jj | < τ . In Appendix A, we show an instan-
tiation of the parameters such that this case only happens
with negligible probability.
Ciphertext Sanity Check We specifically name this sub-
routine of the decryption algorithm for later reference in
the security analysis (Section 4.4). Our ciphertext sanity
check is similar to that in [17]. Given a ciphertext C =
({Jj}j∈[m], c, {Ci}, {Ci,j}) for an identity ID, we define a
(deterministic) algorithm to check the well-formedness of
this ciphertext. Verify that

e(Ci, U1,ID1)
?
= e(Ui,IDi , C1), i ∈ [`], and

e(Ci,j , U1,ID1)
?
= e(Ti,j , C1), j ∈ [m], i ∈ Jj

If all of the above are verified, then the ciphertext sanity
check passes, otherwise it fails.
Trace This algorithm takes an identity ID, a well-formed
decryption key dID (i.e., passing the key sanity check) and
a decoder box D which is ε-useful (where ε is polynomially
related to the security parameter). For convenience, we as-
sume that the message space is sufficiently large so that the
probability of guessing a randomly chosen message is negli-
gible in the security parameter. We note that the algorithm
can be easily extended to the general case (and addition-
ally, it would require the input ε to be “non-trivial”, i.e.,
noticeably higher than the probability with which a ran-
domly chosen message can be guessed correctly). Our trac-
ing algorithm will run in time polynomial in the number of
repetitions m and 1

ε
. For each j ∈ [m] fix an Xj ⊂ ([n] \ Ij)

of size 1+k−τ . Note that if C is a ciphertext with Jj ⊃ Xj

for any j, then this ciphertext cannot be decrypted by an
honest user. We will use this fact to attempt to catch the
PKG cheating because the PKG is oblivious to an honest
user’s key. The tracing algorithm will repeat the following
experiment η = ( 6m

ε
)2 times:

1. Iterate j? ∈ [m] and perform the following test:

(a) Choose a random Jj? ⊃ Xj? , and the remaining
{Jj}j 6=j? at random.

(b) Encrypt a random message using {Jj} as the ci-
phertext dummy attributes.

(c) Test if the box correctly decrypts the message.
If it does, immediately implicate the PKG by re-
turning PKG and stop, otherwise continue.

If at the end of the experiment the PKG has not been impli-
cated, then the algorithm implicates the user by returning
User and stops. In the next section, we show that the above
simple tracing mechanism works except with negligible prob-
ability even though the ciphertexts on which we probe the
box are coming from a special distribution (rather than sim-
ply being random ciphertexts for the given identity).

In the full version [18], we show how to modify the above
scheme to achieve perfect completeness by running a “com-
plementary scheme” in parallel.

4.3 A Modification For IND-ID-CPA Security
We describe a simple method to augment our construc-

tion to achieve IND-ID-CPA security. We can secret share
our message M by choosing a random M1 and setting M2 =



M − M1. We then encrypt M1 using our construction and
encrypt M2 using a IND-ID-CPA secure IBE scheme. Be-
cause both our construction and the Waters IBE scheme
rely on the decisional BDH assumption, we may achieve
IND-ID-CPA security in our scheme by including the pub-
lic parameters of the Waters IBE scheme into our own and
modifying the encryption and decryption schemes to secret
share the message as just described.

4.4 Security Proofs
We now prove the security of the scheme described above.

Recall that there is a global security parameter λ for which
we implicitly refer to whenever we mention “negligible” or
“polynomial”. We begin by addressing the IND-ID-CPA se-
curity of the scheme.

Theorem 1. The advantage of an adversary in the
IND-ID-CPA game is negligible for the above A-IBE scheme
under the decisional BDH assumption.

The above theorem follows trivially from the IND-ID-CPA
security of Waters construction [25]. Given an adversary
to break the IND-ID-CPA security of our construction, it
is straightforward to construct an adversary to break the
IND-ID-CPA security of Waters construction. We shall omit
the details from this paper.

Similar to [25], we remark that with small modifications,
it is possible to achieve IND-ID-CCA security by using tech-
niques of Canetti, Halevi and Katz [12]. We can also use
other methods [7, 8] to achieve greater efficiency. We can
also run different IBE schemes such as the Gentry IBE scheme
[16] so long as we make the necessary additional security as-
sumptions.

Theorem 2. Assuming that the underlying k-out-of-n obliv-
ious transfer protocol is secure as per the ideal/real world
security definition 1 [10], the advantage of an adversary in
the DishonestPKG game is negligible for the above scheme.

Proof: Assume towards a contradiction that an adversary
A0 has some non-negligible probability ε of success. We
will eventually work to contradict a combinatorial lemma
(Lemma 5). We begin by replacing the oblivious transfer
protocol by an ideal OT functionality. By the security of the
simulation of the oblivious transfer protocol, the adversary
may lose at most a negligible advantage moving between the
two worlds. This can be stated as the following lemma:

Lemma 1 (Composition theorem (Canetti [10])).
For every adversary A0 which succeeds with probability ε in
the real world, there exists an A which succeeds in the ideal
OT world which succeeds with probability δ where |ε−δ| < ν1

and ν1 is negligible.

Let SUCC be the event that the adversary A succeeds in
this game. Let rA denote the randomness for this adversary,
and rC denote the randomness for the challenger. Recall
that the only randomness used by the challenger is during
the key generation protocol where it selects a set of dummy
attributes. We henceforth identify rC as also being a set of

1As discussed in Section 2, the existence of such k-out-of-n
oblivious transfer is implied by the decisional BDH assump-
tion.

dummy attributes {Ij}. Let E1 be the event that the execu-
tion of the adversary will not cause an abort in the key gen-
eration phase with probability at least δ/2. That is to say, E1

holds for the set of rA on which Pr[Ch finishes KeyGen] ≥
δ/2 where the probability is taken over the randomness of
the challenger.

Lemma 2. The probability that event E1 occurs is at least
δ/2.

Proof: Observe that when E1 does not occur, A has at most
a δ/2 chance of success due to the fact that the challenger
will abort in the key generation phase with at least a 1−δ/2
probability. Thus we can lower bound the probability of E1

occurring by δ/2 using Markov’s inequality. �
In other words, a δ/2 fraction of all possible dummy at-

tribute choices for ID will result in a well-formed decryption
key. We now focus on the executions on which E1 occur. The
expected success probability of the adversary must still be at
least δ because every execution where E1 does not occur will
fail with probability at least δ/2. Because the challenger
selects dummy attributes uniformly at random in the key
generation protocol, this implies at least a δ/2 fraction of all
dummy attribute sets will lead to the challenger receiving a
well-formed decryption key. We shall argue that even after
the decryption query phase, there are still too many possible
choices of dummy attributes for the adversary’s decoder box
to succeed against a non-negligible fraction of them.

Let E2 be the event that the challenger did not abort in the
key generation phase. Indeed, the success probability of the
adversary can only increase if we condition on E2 occurring:
anytime E2 does not occur, the adversary immediately loses.
If the challenger did not abort in the key generation phase,
then the final check (Step 9) in the key generation protocol
guarantees that

Y =
Y
i∈[`]

e(Ui,IDi , di)
Y

j∈[m]

Yj

where

Yj =
Y
i∈S

e(di,j , Ti,j)
∆i,S(0).

As a reminder, the key sanity check guarantees that the di,j

implicitly define a unique degree τ−1 polynomial qj for each
j. If in the decryption query phase a ciphertext

C = ({Jj}j∈[m], c, {Ci}, {Ci,j})

is asked to the challenger, the ciphertext sanity check in the
decryption algorithm guarantees that there is some unique
r such that Ci = Ur

i,IDi
and Ci,j = T r

i,j . Regardless of which
di,j are used to decrypt (as noted above, they all define a
unique polynomial), one can see by algebraic manipulation
that the decryption will always return c/Y r provided that
|Ij ∩Jj | ≥ τ for all j ∈ [m]. Note that for any fixed cipher-
text, over a random choice of all the user’s dummy attributes
{Ij}, there is only a negligible probability that the user can-
not decrypt. This is inherent by the proper construction of
k,n,τ and m. We will call this negligible quantity ν2.

Let E3 be the event that all well-formed ciphertexts were
properly decrypted (i.e. the challenger did not fail on any
query to decrypt due to insufficient intersection of dummy
attributes). We now analyze the probability of this event
occurring and how it affects the view of the adversary. We



shall argue that the probability that E3 does not occur given
E1 ∧ E2 is negligible. We define this quantity to be ν3.

We stratify E3 as the conjunction of the events“Ch did not
fail on query i”. For some random tape rC of the challenger,
let {Ij} be the dummy attributes defined by it, and let {J i

j }
be the dummy attributes in the ith ciphertext query, we
define GOODi to be the event that |Ij ∩ J i

j | ≥ τ for all
j ∈ [m]. Define Fi = GOOD1∧ . . .∧GOODi. First, we prove
a lemma about the view of the adversary.

Lemma 3. Fix a random tape rA of the adversary such
that E1 occurs. Let rC , r′C be any two arbitrary elements
from the set {rC : E2 ∧ Fi∗−1 holds}. Before query i∗ is
made, the view of the adversary in the execution where Ch
uses rC as its random tape is identical to the view in the
execution where Ch uses r′C as its random tape.

Proof: After the key generation phase, the adversary learns
only whether or not the challenger aborted. Up to this point,
because we are in the ideal OT world, this is the only in-
formation the adversary learns. Event E2 occurring means
the challenger did not abort and received a well-formed key.
On every query i before the i∗th query, if the ciphertext is
malformed, the challenger will reject regardless of its own
dummy attributes, and if it is well-formed, then GOODi

guarantees that there are sufficiently many attributes in the
intersection between the challenger’s dummy attributes and
the ones in the ciphertext, and so the challenger will reply
with c/Y r. �

We now prove the statement that for any fixed random
tape rA of the adversary such that E1 occurs, Pr[¬E3|E2] ≤
2qν2
δ/2

where the probability is taken over the random tapes

of the challenger.

Lemma 4. Fix a random tape rA of the adversary such
that E1 occurs, then PrrC [¬E3|E2] ≤ 2qν2

δ/2
. We define the

negligible quantity on the right hand side to be ν3.

Proof: Let p2 be the probability that event E2 occurs. Be-
cause we fixed an execution where E1 occurs, we have that
p2 ≥ δ/2. We shall prove inductively that Pr[E2 ∧ Fi] ≥
p2 − iν2.

By Lemma 3, before the first ciphertext query, the adver-
sary has no information about rC other than E2 occurred.
Hence, the first ciphertext is independent of any rC for which
E2 holds. Recall that for any ciphertext, ν2 is the negligible
fraction of user keys that cannot decrypt it. The proba-
bility that a uniformly selected rC conditioned on E2 will
fail on the first ciphertext query is Pr[¬GOOD1|E2] ≤ ν2

p2
.

Thus Pr[GOOD1|E2] ≥ 1 − ν2
p2

and so there is at least a

(1− ν2
p2

) · p2 = p2 − ν2 fraction of the random tapes remain-
ing which satisfy E2 ∧ GOOD1.

On the ith query, the queried ciphertext once again cannot
be decrypted by a ν2 fraction of all possible rC ’s. In the
worst case, this fraction is disjoint from the ones excised
by the first i − 1 queries. By Lemma 3, the adversary has
no information about rC other than E2 ∧ Fi−1 occurred.
The ith query is independent of any rC for which E2 ∧Fi−1

holds. By induction, this accounts for at least a p2−(i−1)ν2

fraction of all possible rC ’s. The probability that a uniformly
selected rC conditioned on E2 ∧Fi−1 will fail to decrypt the
ith ciphertext query is Pr[¬GOODi|E2∧Fi−1] ≤ ν2

p2−(i−1)ν2
.

Consequently, we calculate that Pr[E2 ∧ Fi] is at least p2 −
iν2.

Eventually after q queries, we have Pr[E2 ∧ E3] = Pr[E2 ∧
Fq] is at least p2 − qν2. So Pr[E3|E2] ≥ 1 − qν2

p2
≥ 1 − 2qν2

δ
from which the lemma follows. �

Finally, the adversary must output a decoder box D. We
show that any decoder box can implicate the user in only
a negligible fraction of dummy attribute sets. We call this
negligible quantity ν4. Our main lemma is as follows:

Lemma 5. Let ε = 1
poly(λ)

and D be an ε-useful decoder

box. If {Ij}j∈[m] is a dummy attribute set for the user, we
consider the following experiment:

• Select a dummy attribute set {Jj}j∈[m] at random such
that |Ij ∩ Jj | < τ for some j.

• Select a random message M and encrypt M using {Jj}
as the dummy attributes.

• The decoder box outputs some M ′ = D(C).

Define the event DBox to hold when M ′ = M . The lemma
states that for all but a negligible fraction, ν4, of choices for
{Ij}j∈[m] we have

Pr[DBox] >
ε

24m

In particular, the tracing algorithm will implicate the PKG
for all but a negligible fraction of choices of dummy at-
tributes.

We refer the reader to the full version [18] for the proof.
Equipped with this lemma, we continue our proof by contra-
diction. By Lemma 3, the view of the adversary after events
E2 ∧ E3 will be identical for all the remaining (δ/2) − ν3

fraction of rC ’s. Thus, the adversary creates this box inde-
pendent of rC other than the fact that E2∧E3 hold. Because
any of these dummy attribute sets remain equally likely, the
probability that D will succeed is at most ν4

(δ/2)−ν3
. We sum-

marize this contradiction in the following equations:

δ = Pr[SUCC]

≤ Pr[SUCC|E1 ∧ E2]

= Pr[SUCC|E1 ∧ E2 ∧ E3]Pr[E3|E1 ∧ E2]

+ Pr[SUCC|E1 ∧ E2 ∧ ¬E3]Pr[¬E3|E1 ∧ E2]

≤ ν4

(δ/2)− ν3
· 1

+ 1 · ν3

= negl.

Theorem 3. The advantage of an adversary in the Selective-
ID DishonestUser game is negligible for the above A-IBE
scheme under the decisional BDH assumption.

There are similarities between the Selective-ID DishonestUser
game and the selective-set IND-ID-CCA game of Goyal et. al.
[19]. With some critical modifications, one may adapt the
proof of security in Goyal et. al. [19] to show a direct re-
duction of the Selective-ID DishonestUser game to the deci-
sional BDH assumption. Instead, we pinpoint these critical
modifications by giving a reduction from the Selective-ID
DishonestUser game to the selective-set IND-ID-CCA game
of Goyal et. al. [19].



Proof Sketch: Assume towards a contradiction that
there is an adversary A0 which wins the DishonestUser game
with advantage ε. As in Theorem 2, we argue that by the
composition theorem of Canetti [10], there exists an adver-
sary A which has advantage Adv in the OT-Hybrid model
where the oblivious transfer in the key generation is replaced
by an ideal functionality. This new advantage Adv only
differs from ε by a negligible quantity. We use A to play
against a selective-set ABE challenger B. Our construction
was based off of the Goyal et. al. [19] scheme so there is a
one-to-one correspondence between the parameters in that
scheme and the parameters in our scheme. Thus it makes
sense when we speak of directly passing the parameters from
B to A.

In detail, we consider the universe of attributes to be of
size 2` + mn. The 2` attributes (A1,0, A1,1, . . . , A`,0, A`,1)
will be for the identity and the remaining attributes will
be for the dummy attributes. In our scheme, a user will
have ` attributes corresponding to his identity (i.e. he will
have Ai,IDi if the ith bit of his identity is IDi) and k dummy
attributes for each of the m repetitions. This choice of at-
tributes naturally defines the associated policy (in the sense
of Goyal et. al. [19] that a ciphertext can be decrypted only
if the identity attributes match and there is at least a τ num-
ber of attributes matching in each of the m repetitions. We
will use this natural correspondence in the key generation
query phase of the DishonestUser game.

We now give a reduction from the DishonestUser game to
the selective-set IND-ID-CCA game of Goyal et. al. [19].
Select ID: The adversary A selects an ID∗ as the chal-
lenge. We select the set of attributes corresponding to ID∗

(namely, {Ai,ID∗i
}`

i=1) and a random set of dummy attributes
{J ∗

j }j∈[m] and send the union as the selected set to B. These
will be the attributes used in the challenge ciphertexts in the
selective-set game we are playing with B.
Setup: Then B sends us public parameters, which we pass
on to A.

Key Generation Queries: Because we are now in the
simulation-based model of OT, we know the private inputs in
the key generation protocol and so we can learn the dummy
attribute set. If A queries for a key on ID 6= ID∗ then simply
pass the corresponding user policy as a key query to B which
returns a well-formed key which we pass back to A.

On the other hand if ID = ID∗, since we know the private
inputs, we may select permutations π1 . . . , πm (as per Step
6 in the key generation protocol) in a way such that the key
received by A will not be able to decrypt a ciphertext con-
taining our previously selected attributes. We then query B
for this key and pass it back to A. Note that we must ar-
gue that this deviation from the protocol does not affect A’s
view. But indeed, this is the case because of symmetry: se-
lecting a set of dummy attributes for a ciphertext uniformly
at random then selecting a user’s dummy attribute set that
cannot decrypt this ciphertext uniformly at random induces
the uniform distribution on the user’s dummy attribute set.

Create Decoder Box: A now must output a decryption
key dID∗ and a decoder box D. If A wins the DishonestUser
game then decoder box will implicate the PKG which can
only occur when there is a non-negligible probability that D
decrypts a random ciphertext that cannot be decrypted by
dID∗ . We randomly select two messages M0, M1 and send
them to B which then sends us a challenge ciphertext C
under the previously selected set. If dID∗ can decrypt this

message then we immediately do so and send the correct
guess to B. On the other hand, if dID∗ cannot decrypt then
C can be viewed as a random ciphertext that ID∗ cannot
decrypt, and therefore whenever A wins the DishonestUser
game, D must have a non-negligible advantage in decrypting
the ciphertext.

Thus, we have a non-negligible advantage in the selective-
set game against B. This contradicts the security of the
ABE scheme under the decisional BDH assumption. �

5. CONCLUSION AND OPEN PROBLEMS
In this paper, we proposed a model of a secure account-

able authority identity based encryption scheme which han-
dles black-box decoders. This model is a critical improve-
ment over the original Goyal [17] model. We gave a con-
struction of an A-IBE scheme in this enhanced model under
the decisional BDH assumption where the security was re-
spect to the IND-ID-CPA, DishonestPKG, and Selective-ID
DishonestUser games. It may be worth noting that the con-
struction can be viewed as “attachable” to any IBE scheme
by secret sharing the message, so we may achieve better
security or a more efficient underlying scheme as we choose.

There are several interesting open problems to be ex-
plored. We prove our construction to be secure in the Selective-
ID DishonestUser game. This is seemingly due to the under-
lying connection to the Goyal et. al. [19] scheme which is
only provably select-set secure. Even if there is some inher-
ent difficulty in proving the full security of attribute-based
encryption schemes such as Sahai-Waters [23] or Goyal et.
al. [19], there may be other tricks that can be done for our
construction.

Important questions arise when dealing with the users’
decryption keys. The security in both Goyal [17] and our
construction only hold when a one decryption key is gen-
erated per user (with an explicit break if more than one is
made available). This means that if the user loses his key,
the user needs to get a new identity ID′ to request a new
key. Can we make a A-IBE scheme that allows a single ID
to generate polynomially many keys?

Our tracing algorithm takes as input a user’s decryption
key. If a user lost the key or is deliberately uncooperative
in court, then we cannot implicate the PKG or the user.
One interesting open problem is to consider the possibility
of tracing a box using only a public tracing key, or with
the assistance of a tracing authority. What would be the
proper additional modifications to the model of accountable
authority IBE to account for this?

Finally, we mention the issue of efficiency in our scheme.
We view this in terms of the cost of turning an IBE scheme
into an A-IBE scheme by secret sharing the message with our
construction. Each ciphertext and decryption key will now
have an additional `+mk group elements and an additional
mk elements to represent the attributes. In our construc-
tion, there was a single global parameter λ which governed
these parameters (of accountability) as well as the security
of the scheme. One can imagine having a second parameter
γ which will determine the accountability rather than the
security of the scheme which will allow us to adjust the level
of accountability in the scheme. The creation of an A-IBE
scheme with only a logarithmic or constant sized decryption
key and ciphertext remains as a broad open question.
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APPENDIX
A. AN INSTANTIATION OF THE PARAM-

ETERS
We give an explicit example of how to choose appropriate

key sizes and threshold sizes for decryption. For simplicity,
we will only focus on one component, i.e. we set j = 1
when looking at Ij in the decryption key and Jj in the
ciphertext. Each of these sets is of size k which we choose
to be a fixed constant fraction of n. For example, we may
choose k = 3

5
· n. From this, we can determine the expected

number of dummy attributes in their intersection: 3
5
· 3

5
· n.

By Chernoff bounds, it can be seen that the probability
that this intersection falls below a constant fraction of 9

25
·n

will be negligible in n. Thus if we set our threshold to be
7
25
·n then a random ciphertext can be decrypted by the user

except with negligible probability.


